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• Philanthropy

• Raising employee awareness 
 of environmental issues

• Respecting and promoting 
 diversity

• Duty of care

• Sustainable sourcing

• ESG Performance

• Low carbon footprint

• Packaging recycling potential

• Digitalization and data 
 protection

• Employee engagement

• Recruit and retain talent

• Economizing resources

• Recognition of employee 
 performance

• Workplace quality of life

• Long-term relationships 
 with partners

• Ethics and compliance

• Corporate and financial 
 communications

• Consumer health and safety

• Long-term strategy

• Cybersecurity

Importance for Interparfums

CSR issues: • Employment and Social Progress  • Environment  • Governance 
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As an essential exercise in a constantly changing environment, Interparfums produced a map of its stakeholders. The 
main stakeholders thus identified were its licensors, employees, suppliers and subcontractors, distributors and the 
financial community in the broadest sense. Their expectations are determined by means of the existing close ties with 
our industrial partners and the personal nature (intuitu personae) of the relationships between the historical managers 
and their licensors. The expectations of current and future employees are documented by means of regular interviews. 
The financial community, for its part, has many opportunities for exchange, through both meetings organized on a 
regular basis and questionnaires. The creation of an Individual Shareholders’ Consultative Committee will further 
strengthen the ties.

ESG issues were rated by the CSR Executive Committee, the corporate governance body set up to spearhead 
Interparfums’ CSR approach. The action plan and indicators presented in the annual report are aligned with this matrix 
which is reviewed on a regular basis.

Licensors

 — Synergies
 — Mutual engagements
 — Shared values

Suppliers and 
subcontractors

 — Responsible  
sourcing policy

 — Product traceability  
and security

 — Long-term relationships 
based on confidence

 — Manufacturing synergies

Employees

 — A sense of belonging
 — Maintaining skills
 — Equal opportunity
 — Promoting dialogue 

between management  
and employees

Shareholders,  
Financial Community  
and the AMF

 — Transparent 
communications

Civil society

 — Environmental footprint
 — Local economy
 — Relations with schools 

and universities
 — Sponsorships

Distributors

 — Satisfaction
 — Relations of confidence
 — Long-term relationships

Consumers

 — Health and safety
 — Recycling of packaging
 — Name recognition


